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ABSTRACT

This study examined the role of verbal short-term memory (STM) and executive function (EF) underlying semantic and syntactic interference resolution during sentence comprehension for persons with aphasia (PWA) with varying degrees of STM and EF deficits. Semantic interference was manipulated by varying the semantic plausibility of the intervening NP as subject of the verb and syntactic interference was manipulated by varying whether the NP was another subject or an object. Nine PWA were assessed on sentence reading times and on comprehension question performance. PWA showed exaggerated semantic and syntactic interference effects relative to healthy age-matched control subjects. Importantly, correlational analyses showed that while answering comprehension questions, PWA’s semantic STM capacity related to their ability to resolve semantic but not syntactic interference. In contrast, PWA’s EF abilities related to their ability to resolve syntactic but not semantic interference. Phonological STM deficits were not related to the ability to resolve either type of interference. The results for semantic interference are consistent with prior findings indicating a role for semantic but not phonological STM in sentence comprehension, specifically with regard to maintaining semantic information prior to integration. The results for syntactic interference are consistent with the recent findings suggesting that EF is critical for syntactic processing.

1. Introduction

Given the ubiquitous presence of long distance dependencies, successful sentence comprehension would seem to necessarily draw on working memory (WM) or certain types of short-term memory (STM) capacity (e.g., phonological STM, semantic STM) as a means of maintaining earlier constituents to link with later ones. However, there is considerable debate on the nature of the critical memory resources involved (Caplan et al., 2013; Caplan and Waters, 1999, 2013; Daneman and Carpenter, 1980; Daneman and Merikle, 1996; Evans et al., 2015; Fedorenko et al., 2006, 2007; Johns et al., 2014; Just and Carpenter, 1992; MacDonald and Christiansen, 2002; McElree, 2000; Misyak and Christiansen, 2012). In fact, there is debate over whether memory capacity per se plays any role in comprehension or whether other cognitive abilities, such as the general executive function (EF) involved in resolving interference (Novick et al., 2005), plays a more crucial role. The present study addressed these issues by examining sentence processing for brain damaged PWA with varying degrees of STM and EF deficits.

1.1. Role of STM in sentence comprehension

Prior investigations of the role of STM or WM capacity in comprehension have typically focused on the consequences of the number of intervening words between elements in a sentence that have to be integrated (e.g., Gibson, 1998). According to prominent sentence processing models, the greater the distance across which such integrations occur (for instance for object vs. subject relatives), the higher the WM demand (Gibson, 1998, 2000). Research on healthy individuals has typically focused on complex span measure like reading span and whether those with greater WM capacities on such measures have more difficulty with sentences with a greater integration distance. Complex span measures have been used as earlier research suggested that simple span measures (such as digit or word span) had lower relations to sentence processing than did reading span (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980). Just and Carpenter (1992) argued that the complex reading span measure reflected a domain-general capacity for carrying out all aspects of language processing. Some findings have supported a relation between complex span and the comprehension of sentences with longer distance integrations (Fedorenko et al., 2006, 2007) though there is
contradictory evidence as well (Caplan and Waters, 2013, 1999; Evans et al., 2015; Reali and Christiansen, 2007; Van Dyke et al., 2014).

In the study of the relation of WM and comprehension for persons with aphasia (PWA), the evidence is mixed as well. Most such studies have focused on STM performance as measured by simple span tasks, given that the dual task nature of complex WM tasks presents a considerable challenge for these individuals (but see Miyake et al. (1994, 1995) and Sung et al. (2009) for evidence supporting the role of verbal WM in PWA’ sentence processing). Here also, evidence has suggested that STM measures tapping primarily phonological retention do not relate to comprehension deficits (Caplan and Waters, 1999, 2013; Friedmann and Gvion, 2003; Hantken and Martin, 2000; Martin and Romani, 1994), though there is some recent contradictory evidence here as well (Caplan et al., 2013; Pettigrew and Hillis, 2014). On the other hand, STM measures tapping the ability to retain semantic information have been shown to relate to sentence comprehension deficits for particular sentence structures where several words have to be maintained prior to integration. These sentence types include sentences with several adjectives preceding a noun or several nouns preceding a verb (Hantken and Martin, 2000; Martin et al., 1994; Martin and He, 2004). However, PWA with semantic STM deficits did not show sensitivity to the distance between two words signaling a grammatical error (Martin and Romani, 1994; Martin and He, 2004). Thus, Martin and colleagues proposed a multiple capacities approach in which there are separable systems for maintaining phonological and semantic information, with semantic storage but not phonological storage being relevant for comprehension. In addition, the findings from the grammaticality judgments suggested that a different capacity was involved in maintaining syntactic information. Recent results from Wright et al. (2007) study also supported the multiple capacities approach by showing that PWA’s deficits in comprehending syntactically complex sentences (i.e., passive and objective relative clauses) was predicted by their performance in the n-back task requiring syntactic level processing, but not the n-back task requiring either semantic or phonological level processing.

1.2. Role of EF in sentence comprehension

A separate body of research, with more recent origins, has postulated a role for general executive abilities in sentence comprehension—specifically, an ability to exert cognitive control in resolving conflict between different representations within a level (e.g., with the syntactic level) or across levels (between semantic and syntactic levels). Those examining the role of EF in sentence processing have often employed garden path sentences, where the initially favored interpretation of an ambiguous syntactic structure has to be overridden (e.g., for the subject/object ambiguity in “While Anna bathed the baby played in the crib”), under the assumption that EF is necessary to suppress the inappropriate interpretation in order to consider for a less frequent alternative structure. Individual differences in EF have been shown to relate to the ability to make the required revision following a garden path for healthy individuals (Engelhardt et al., 2017; Hsu and Novick, 2016; Novick et al., 2014; Thothathiri et al., 2012) and PWA (Novick et al., 2005; Vuong and Martin, 2011, 2015). Case studies of PWA with EF deficits have documented an impaired ability to comprehend sentence with lexical or syntactic ambiguities together with a better ability to process matched unambiguous sentences (Vuong and Martin, 2011, 2015).

While most studies of the role of executive function in comprehension have focused on the processing of ambiguous sentences where a preferred interpretation has to be overridden, recently, some have also started examining comprehension of sentences with other types of conflict (Alexander, 2006; Dickey and Thompson, 2009; Thothathiri et al., 2012, 2017), or in naturalistic conversation rather than in lab experiments (Frankel et al., 2007; Nicholas and Connor, 2017; Penn et al., 2010). Some researchers have suggested that executive function deficits may underlie the comprehension difficulty observed for more complex sentences like passives or object relatives, because initial assumptions about a sentence interpretation may have to be inhibited. For instance, for a relative clause sentence, individuals may assume that the head noun will be the subject of the relative clause. This expectation will be met for subject relatives but for object relatives, this expectation will not be fulfilled and predicted grammatical assignments will have to be undone via processes such as executive function in order to arrive at the appropriate interpretation. There is evidence for such revision for healthy individuals (Traxler et al., 2002), but it appears that so far few studies with brain damaged PWA have examined this issue.

1.3. Cue-based parsing, working memory, and executive function

As indicated above, prominent theories of sentence comprehension have focused on the working demands assumed to derive from distance—that is, from integrating sentence elements across intervening constituents. By contrast, the relatively recent cue-based parsing theory offers a different perspective, focusing on the semantic and syntactic interference among sentence elements as the source of comprehension difficulty (Lewis and Vasishth, 2005; McElree et al., 2003; Segaret et al., 2012; Van Dyke, 2007; Van Dyke and Johns, 2012; Van Dyke and Lewis, 2003; Van Dyke and McElree, 2006, 2011). According to the cue-based parsing approach, as each word in a sentence is processed, semantic and syntactic features are generated and these bundles of features are stored in memory. When a later element is processed that should be integrated with an earlier one, retrieval cues are generated in order to access the relevant target. Consider, for example, the processing of the sentence, “Toys from Lisa arrived yesterday.” The first word “toys” would be encoded as having the grammatical features of being a plural subject noun. Semantic features such as “definite,” “inanimate object,” and “used for play” would also be encoded. When the main verb “arrived” is processed, retrieval cues would be generated to locate the subject noun so that it could be integrated with this verb. These retrieval cues would include grammatical features such as “noun”, “subject”, and semantic features consistent with an entity that can arrive. These retrieval cues are used to access in parallel memory representations that fit these cues. In this example, “toys” would provide the best match, but “Lisa” would also provide a partial match as “Lisa” is a noun that can arrive, but not a subject. According to the cue-based parsing approach, comprehension difficulty results from the interference engendered by such partial matches. Semantic or syntactic interference occurs when the distractor(s) partially matches the semantic or syntactic retrieval cues, respectively. When there are two or more possible candidates for integration, some interference resolution mechanism must come on line to select the appropriate target.

Given the emphasis on retrieval from memory, one might have expected that WM or STM capacity would play a critical role in maintaining elements that would later be retrieved. However, many studies have demonstrated that it is the degree of interference from non-target elements during integration, rather than the distance across which integrations occur, that determines comprehension difficulty (Glaser et al., 2013; Lewis and Vasishth, 2005; McElree, 2000, 2015; Segaret et al., 2012; Van Dyke and Lewis, 2003; Van Dyke and McElree, 2011). To accommodate these findings, the cue-based parsing approach adopts recent general models of WM termed embedded processes models, that assume WM consists of the activated portion of long-term memory, together with a very limited capacity for the focus of attention (i.e., from 1 to 2 items). Access to items outside the focus depends on parallel access using cue-based retrieval (Gowan, 1999; Lewis, 1996; McElree, 2001, 2006; Oberauer, 2002).

Because of the very limited capacity of the focus of attention, researchers who support the cue-based parsing account assume that everyone has the requisite capacity, and consequently, individual differences in capacity would not be a relevant factor in comprehension success. Instead, what is critical are individual differences in the
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taking the cue-based parsing approach have emphasized individual
differences in the richness of the linguistic representations – with those
with better linguistic abilities and verbal knowledge showing smaller
interference effect (Van Dyke et al., 2014). Beyond the effects of lin-
guistic knowledge, one might also predict that measures of EF would
relation to comprehension ability, given the emphasis on interference and
interference resolution in comprehension.

Recently, Tan et al. (2017) addressed these assumptions through a
large scale study of healthy young adults, examining the relation of
individuals’ sensitivity to semantic and syntactic interference during
sentence comprehension to individual differences in measures of
working memory, language ability and executive function. The WM
measures included two complex span tasks (reading span, Daneman and
Carpenter, 1980; operation span, Unsworth et al., 2005) and two simple
span tasks (digit span reflecting phonological retention and category
probe reflecting semantic retention, Martin and Romani, 1994). The
additional cognitive measures consisted of a measure of verbal knowl-
edge (i.e., WAIS vocabulary) and a measure of the ability to resolve
interference (i.e., the Stroop task). WAIS vocabulary was included as a
measure of verbal ability. Even after controlling for vocabulary, sub-
jects with better general WM capacity (as indexed by a composite of
two complex WM span tasks) showed smaller syntactic interference
effects in self-paced reading and smaller semantic interference effects in
question answering. In addition, subjects with better semantic retention
ability showed smaller semantic but not syntactic interference effects in
question answering. However, performance on the Stroop task and on
the phonological STM task was unrelated to semantic and syntactic
interference resolution for all dependent measures. Taken together,
these results support a role of general WM capacity and semantic STM
in sentence processing, which partially contradict the predictions from
cue-based parsing account.

Although Tan et al.’s (2017) study shed some new light on the
cognitive mechanisms underlying sentence comprehension, it also
opened some areas of further investigation. First, this study was con-
ducted with healthy college students at a highly selective university
who had relatively limited variation in their cognitive abilities. Thus,
it is possible that a more extensive role for working memory and execu-
tive function might be established in a population with brain damage,
displaying a wider range of individual differences on both WM/STM
and other cognitive abilities and on interference in sentence compre-
hension. Testing such individuals would provide a means of obtaining
evidence converging with that for healthy young subjects from a sample
showing a wider range of abilities. Second, given prior reports of a
significant relation between performance on the Stroop task and per-
formance on complex WM tasks (Kane and Engle, 2003; Tan et al.,
2017), it is somewhat unexpected that subjects’ syntactic interference
resolution ability in Tan et al. (2017) was related to WM but not Stroop.
The lack of a Stroop-language relation might have been caused by the
fact that only a response time but not error rate measure for Stroop was
available, as most subjects performed near ceiling. Previous findings
suggest that RT and error rate-interference effects in the Stroop task
reflect different EF mechanisms – specifically, goal maintenance vs.
competition resolution, respectively (Kane and Engle, 2003). As inter-
ference resolution is the aspect of sentence comprehension under in-
vestigation, it may be more informative to assess the role of competition
resolution as indexed by error rate effects in the Stroop task in the in-
dividuals with aphasia, who make significantly more errors than do
controls (Vuong and Martin, 2011). Finally, even though numerous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LoSyn/LoSem</td>
<td>The jockey who had challenged the unbeatable record yesterday will win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoSyn/HiSem</td>
<td>The jockey who had challenged the unbeatable champion yesterday will win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiSyn/LoSem</td>
<td>The jockey who claimed that the record was unbeatable yesterday will win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiSyn/HiSem</td>
<td>The jockey who claimed that the champion was unbeatable yesterday will win.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. “Lo” and “Hi” refer to low and high interference condition, while “Syn” and “Sem” refer to syntactic interference and semantic interference condition.

Table 1

Studies have been completed with healthy populations, prior in-
vestigations of sentence comprehension deficits in brain damaged po-

culations have not investigated the role of semantic and syntactic in-
terference resolution during comprehension. However, studies from
Dickey et al. (2007) and Dickey and Thompson, (2009) have
suggested that PWA’s comprehension deficits might occur because they
were more vulnerable to interference from other competitors in the
story context. The possible role of EF ability in determining patient
comprehension deficits has not been widely investigated, except pri-
marily for a limited range of ambiguous sentences with garden path
structures (Friedmann and Gvion, 2007; Novick et al., 2009; Vuong and
Martin, 2015). Also, prior studies assessing the role of semantic STM in
comprehension for brain damaged individuals have concentrated on
comprehension of sentences with list-like structures, that is, with sev-
eral prenominal adjectives preceding a noun (e.g., “rusty old red wagon”) or
several nouns preceding a verb (e.g., “rugs, vases, and mirrors cracked
during the move”). Tan et al. (2017) findings of a relation between ca-
tegory probe and semantic interference for healthy young adults opens
up the possibility of investigating the relation of semantic STM to the
comprehension of a wider range of sentence types for brain damaged
PWA.

1.4. Current study

The present study examined the relation between PWA’s STM and EF
and their ability to resolve interference during comprehension. The
sentences employed here were unambiguous sentences based on those
from prior studies investigating the cue-based parsing approach (Van
Dyke, 2007; see Table 1), which included a 2 × 2 manipulation of se-
mantic and syntactic interference in which each sentence had a high or
low interference value on semantic and syntactic interference. All
sentences included an embedded clause. For the semantic interference
manipulation, this embedded clause contained a noun that was either
semantically plausible (e.g., “champion”) or implausible (e.g., “record”)
as the subject of the main verb (e.g., “win”). Based on the results from
previous studies (Lewis and Vasishth, 2005; Tan et al., 2017; Van Dyke,
2007), we expected that the semantically plausible nouns would cause
greater processing difficulty because they partially matched the se-
mantic retrieval cues, and thus reduce the amount of activation spread
from the verb (e.g., “win”) to the real target (e.g., “jockey”). For the
syntactic interference manipulation, the embedded clause contained a
noun that was either the subject or direct object of the embedded clause
verb. Similarly, we expected that the syntactically plausible noun

1 It should be noted that semantically plausible noun could also lead to less parsing
difficulty if there were a full match between the distractor and the semantic retrieval cues,
e.g., in the sentence as “The key to the cabinets are on the table”. Jager et al. (2017) have
conducted a Bayesian meta-analysis and shown that in the partially cue-matching con-
dition, such as in our current experiment, the partially plausible word would generally
increase sentence processing difficulty, while in the fully cue-matching condition, such as
in Wagers et al. (2009), a facilitation effect is expected.
would cause greater processing difficulty because it partially matched the syntactic retrieval cues. As discussed earlier, prior research with healthy individuals has shown slower processing times and greater comprehension errors for the high interference conditions for both syntactic and semantic manipulations. Moreover, in these materials, the distance across which integrations were made was matched for the high and low interference conditions. The use of non-garden path sentences allows us to investigate whether interference resolution ability plays a role in structures where the conflict is more subtle than in difficult garden path sentences.

According to the cue-based parsing approach, PWA’s STM capacity measures should be unrelated to their sensitivity to semantic and syntactic interference once language expertise (e.g., verbal knowledge) is taken into account. However, this approach would allow for EF abilities involved in interference resolution to play a role in resolving both semantic and syntactic interference. That is, those with better EF abilities should show smaller semantic and syntactic interference effects. In contrast, according to the multiple capacities approach (Martin and Romani, 1994; Martin and He, 2004), we predict that semantic capacity would be relevant to resolving semantic interference. That is, to the extent that semantic representations decay rapidly (Martin et al., 2006) or suffer from excessive interference (Hamilton and Martin, 2007) for those with reduced semantic capacity, we predict greater difficulty in resolving semantic interference for those with smaller semantic capacities. Also, to the extent that a semantic capacity is distinct from a syntactic capacity, we would predict that semantic STM capacity would not relate to the degree of syntactic interference. If semantic STM is distinct from semantic representations per se, this relation to the resolution of semantic interference should hold, even after controlling for semantic knowledge. In contrast, phonological STM capacity should not relate to either semantic or syntactic interference resolution abilities.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Nine PWA (six male; mean age = 64.1 years, SD = 9.2) were tested in the experiment. Participants were selected from the PWA subject pool at the Brain and Language Lab at Rice University on the basis of not having major difficulties with single word processing, including word comprehension, production and reading, and relatively preserved sentence comprehension ability (the screening tests are described in detail below). It should be noted that participants’ ability to comprehend single words and simple sentences was controlled for in later analyses. In the beginning, we screened 25 PWA and 16 were eliminated due to severe deficits in the basic sentence comprehension test (i.e., scoring below 70% correct in sentence comprehension tasks consisting of active/passive transitive sentences and subject relative clauses), leaving 9 that completed the full battery of tasks. Demographic and lesion information of the nine PWA is provided in Table 2 (see Appendix D for aphasia classification and severity scores from clinical assessment and word production measures). The participants were all right-handed, native English speakers who had suffered a left hemisphere stroke, and had from 12 to 20 years of education (mean = 14.8 years, SD = 2.8). For seven out of the nine participants, hearing sensitivity was assessed with an audiometer (Dial and Martin, 2017), and they performed within the range for age-matched healthy control participants. The two who were unavailable for this testing, ML and DA, had been tested on a minimal pairs speech discrimination task and ML scored 96% correct (control range: 96–100%) and DA scored slightly below the control range (93% correct). Thus, all appeared to have adequate hearing to perceive speech input. They were diagnosed with aphasia by speech-language pathologists or as assessed by the Western Aphasia Battery (Kertesz, 1982) or the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Exam (Goodglass et al., 2001). The overall aphasia quotient is shown in Appendix D. All the testing was carried out at least 18 months poststroke. Eight healthy age-matched (mean age = 70.3 years, SD = 6.1; t (1, 15) = −1.13, p = .276) and education level-matched* (mean years of education = 16.8, SD = 3.0; t (1, 14) = −1.15, p = .269) individuals from a participant pool maintained by the Brain and Language Laboratory were tested as a control group.

2.2. General procedure

All PWA were tested for the sentence comprehension task and several screening assessments in multiple sessions lasting about 1–1.5 h each, typically with one week separating sessions. It took approximately 8 sessions to complete testing each participant. Control participants were tested in four 1 h sessions for the sentence comprehension experiment, and were not tested on the screening assessments as it was assumed they would perform very well (i.e., 100% correct) in these tests.

2.3. Background language assessments

All PWA were assessed on single word and sentence processing to insure sufficient ability to carry out the sentence comprehension task. The screening criteria were specified for each task in the following section.

2.3.1. Single word processing

Psycholinguistic assessments of language processing in aphasia (PALPA): Two tests from the PALPA battery (Kay et al., 1992) were used in the current experiment. First, a visual lexical decision task that manipulated imageability and frequency (Set 25) was included. A list of 60 real words and 60 non-words were presented. Second, a word reading task was used. Participants were instructed to read aloud sets of 20 nouns, adjectives, verbs and function words matched on word frequency and length in order to verify that their word reading abilities were sufficient for processing the written sentences used in this study. Mean accuracy was calculated. Performance above 90% correct in each test was required.

Single picture-word matching (PWM): In this task (Martin et al., 1999), Participants saw a picture and had to answer the question that “Is this a __?” Each word (e.g., “cat”) was presented four times in different conditions, including a correct condition (e.g., a picture of cat), a semantically related condition (e.g., a picture of a dog), a phonological related condition (e.g. a picture of a hat), and an unrelated condition (e.g. a picture of nail clippers). Fifty-four words were tested, and the test was administered over four sessions, with each word only occurring once.

Note: M = male; F = female; L = left.
L = left; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; STG = superior temporal gyrus; PPG = posterior parietal gyrus.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education (years)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Years post-stroke</th>
<th>Lesion site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>L IFG, MFG, lateral parietal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>L frontal, MFG, occipital (minor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLA</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L STG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>L PPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>L IFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>L parietal lobe, temporal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>L IFG, parietal, temporal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>L temporal, posterior parietal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QO</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L STG, insular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One of the control participants’ years of education was not available.
once per session. The mean accuracy in each condition and overall accuracy across all trials was calculated. Overall performance above 90% correct was required.

**Peabody picture vocabulary test (PPVT):** The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn and Dunn, 2007, 1981) test was used, in which participants heard a spoken word and had to point to the picture that matched it from four picture alternatives. Testing stopped at which point the participants made six errors over eight consecutive trials. Participants’ raw score was converted into standard scores based on normative data for age-matched controls (µ = 100 and σ = 15). Performance within 2 s.d. from the age-matched controls was required (i.e., score > 70).

### 2.3.2. Sentence processing

**Sentence-picture matching task:** This task was used to assess comprehension for reversible sentences (Martin and Fehér, 1990). The experimenter read the sentences to the PWA and they selected from two pictures the one matching the sentence. PWA’ accuracy was assessed on simple reversible active/passive transitive sentences (n = 16; e.g., “*The boy pulled the girl*” or “*The ball was hit by the boy*”) and subject relative clause sentences (n = 48; e.g., “*The boy who pulled the girl wore black shoes*” or “*The boy who wore black shoes pulled the girl*”). For the simple active/passive sentence, the incorrect picture reversed the role of agent and theme (e.g., a picture displaying “*The girl pulled the boy*”). For the subject relative clause sentence, the incorrect picture either reversed the role of agent and theme around the action verb (e.g., “*pulled*”) or reversed who was described by the descriptive phrase (e.g., “*wore black shoes*”). Subject relative clause structures were included because they appeared in the experimental materials whereas object relatives did not. Overall performance above 75% correct was required.

**Quantitative production analysis:** The QPA developed by Safran and colleagues (Rochon et al., 2000; Safran et al., 1989) was included to provide an objective measurement of grammatical aspects of production in PWA. This task was not used for screening but instead to provide an indication of PWA’ sentence production abilities. In this task, PWA were asked to narrate a fairy tale, usually “Cinderella”, while their production was recorded. If the Cinderella narrative yielded fewer than 150 narrative words, the PWA was asked to tell another well-known story. After transcription, QPA’s performance was evaluated based on the first 150 (± 10) narrative words they produced. The number of narrative words produced per minute, and the proportion of closed class words and verbs are reported in Table 2. As shown in the table, the PWA did not exemplify typical agrammatic speech as all of them were within control range on proportion of closed class words and proportion verbs. However, four were below control range on proportion of well-formed sentences and most (6/9) had a median utterance length below the range of controls.

### 2.3.3. Background testing results

As shown in Table 3, all the PWA performed very well in the visual lexical and word reading tasks from PALPA. In addition, they had a standard score at or above 89 on the PPVT test and scored above 95% correct across conditions in the single picture-word matching test. Although EV scored 83% correct on the semantically related condition in the PWM test (whereas other PWA scored > 90%), which might indicate some semantic knowledge deficit, EV’s overall accuracy was high on the picture-word matching task (95%) and she scored less than one standard deviation below the control mean on the PPVT. Regarding sentence processing ability, although some PWA had sentence production deficits as compared to age-matched controls as indexed by the QPA (e.g., 6 out of the 9 PWA had a reduced median utterance length score), all the PWA showed relatively preserved sentence comprehension ability as indexed by the accuracy of the sentence-picture matching task for simple structures (averaged across the active/passive sentence and subject relative clause sentences: mean = 89.6%, SD = 10.2%, range = 71–100%).

### 2.4. Sentence comprehension task

#### 2.4.1. Materials

This experiment used sentence materials similar to those in Van Dyke (2007) and Tan et al. (2017) sentence comprehension experiment with healthy younger subjects, which varied the degree of semantic interference (high vs. low) and syntactic interference (high vs. low). Eighty sentences of experimental sentences were created with four different types of sentence in each set (see examples in Table 1 and full set of materials in Appendix A). The four sentences in each set were assigned to four different lists. Each subject received one full or half list in each testing session, depending on his or her rate of completing the task. Additionally, eighty sentences without relative clause structure were added to each list as fillers (e.g. “The maid cleaned the floors after the children made it dirty again”). In all, each participant saw 320 critical sentences (mean length = 15.7 words) and 320 filler sentences (mean length = 13.1 words) during the experiment.

#### 2.4.2. Procedure

Participants silently read one sentence at a time at their own pace. All trials began with a fixation point appearing in the center of the screen for 500 ms, followed by a sentence. Participants pressed a button when they had finished reading the sentence. Sentence reading times were recorded as the time between sentence onset and button press. After each sentence, a comprehension question requiring a yes/no answer was presented and subjects responded by pressing a button corresponding to “yes” or “no.” For the experimental sentences, the question probed the critical subject-verb integration (e.g., for the example sentences, “Will the jockey win?”). For the filler sentences, the comprehension questions probed other phrases in the sentence (e.g. for the filler example, “Did the children make the floor dirty again?”). In addition, there were an equal number of yes and no answers to the questions in each list. The correct answer to two-thirds (n = 214) of the critical sentences was “yes”, while the correct answer to two-thirds (n = 214) of the filler sentences was “no”. Question answering speed was recorded as the time between question onset and button press. After answering the question, participants (or the experimenter for some PWA) pressed a button to bring up the next sentence. Ten practice sentences with similar structures as the experimental sentences followed by comprehension questions were presented prior to each testing session to familiarize participants with the procedure.

### 2.5. Short-term memory tests

PWA’ STM capacity was accessed via category probe recognition, synonymy judgment, rhyme probe recognition, digit span, and digit matching tasks. We included multiple tasks in order to compute a composite variable for each STM capacity, which provides more reliable and robust measure than a single measure for a given construct (Nunnally et al., 1967; Safran and Martin, 1997). Based on the results from previous study (Allen et al., 2012), category probe recognition and synonymy judgment tasks were used to tap semantic STM capacity; rhyme probe recognition, digit span, and digit matching tasks were used to tap phonological STM capacity. Rather than dichotomously classifying the PWA into having either semantic or phonological STM deficits, we used these continuous measurements to reflect the degree of deficits in either or both types of capacity. Most of the PWA had varying degrees of deficits on both types of tasks. However, the variation in PWA’ each STM capacity and the lack of correlation between PWA’ phonological and semantic STM capacity (see detailed results in Table 6) allowed us to investigate the relationship between the magnitude of semantic and syntactic interference effect and different verbal STM capacities.

**Category probe task:** The category probe task (Martin et al., 1994) was included to tap PWA’ semantic STM. In this task, participants were presented with an auditory word list followed by a probe word. They
had to make a Yes/No judgement on whether the probe word was in the same category as any of the words in the list by pressing corresponding button. Before testing, participants were shown a list of all nine categories (e.g., animals, clothing, fruits, etc.) that would be presented in the experiment as well as all the words belonging to each category. Each word in one list was drawn from different categories. The list length started from two-item, and there were 20 trials at each list length (10 matching and 10 non-matching trials). Each word was presented at approximately 1 s per word with a 500 ms inter-stimulus interval. During the practice trials, the loudness of the stimuli was adjusted to a comfortable level for each participant. Testing stopped at which point the participants' accuracy dropped below 75% on a given list length. Span was calculated for each patient by using linear interpolation to find the list length at which they would score 75% accurate.

**Synonymy judgment:** In the synonymy judgment task (Martin et al., 2006), participants saw three written nouns presented on a diagonal on a page that were read aloud by the experimenter. They had to indicate which two of the three words were most similar in meaning by pointing to the correct pair. Half of the 48 trials consisted of three concrete words, while the other half consisted of three abstract words. All three words in each list were semantically related (e.g. jelly, jam, honey), and thus participants had to consider all three possible pairs of relations simultaneously to determine which two were most related (that is, no word could be easily ruled out). Thus, participants had to hold the relations between pairs of words in mind while determining which of the three possible pairs were most similar, putting demands on semantic STM. Participants’ overall accuracy was calculated.

**Rhyme probe task:** The rhyme probe task (Martin et al., 1994) was included to measure PWA phonological STM. Similar to the category probe task, participants were presented with an auditory word list followed by a probe word, but they had to judge whether the probe word rhymed with any of the words in the list by pressing a corresponding button. List length started from one-item, and there were 20 – 24 trials at each list length. This task was administrated and scored in the same fashion as the category probe task.

**Digit span and digit matching span:** Two standard memory span tasks (i.e., forward digit span and digit matching span tasks) were also included as the index of phonological STM capacity. In the forward digit span task from the WAIS-R (Wechsler, 1997), participants heard a list of digits and were required to repeat the numbers aloud in order at the end of each list. The list length started from two-item, and there were 2 trials at each list length. Testing stopped at which point the participants missed both trials at a given list length. PWA’s digit span was calculated as the longest list length they could complete (e.g. 3, if they repeated both trials on 3-item list correctly). Their span was a half number if they only repeated one trial correctly at the longest list length level (e.g. 2.5, if they only repeated one trial on 3-item list and missed both trials on 4-item list). In the digit matching task (Martin et al., 1999), participants heard two lists containing the same digits and were asked to judge whether the order of the items was the same or different across the two lists. In the non-matching condition, the second list reversed the order of two adjacent items in the first list. List length started at two-items, and there were 20 trials at each list length (10 matching and 10 non-matching trials). Testing stopped at the list length at which participants’ accuracy dropped below 75% on a given list length, or at the six-item list length. Digit matching span was calculated for each PWA by using linear interpolation to find the list length at which they would score 75% accurate.

### 2.6. Executive function tests

**Verbal Stroop task:** The standard verbal Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) was used to measure PWA’s resistance to automatic or prepotent responses. Participants were presented a series of words or strings of asterisks, and were required to name the ink color aloud as quickly and accurately as possible. There were three conditions, including a congruent condition (e.g., the word “blue” presented in blue ink; N = 12), an incongruent condition (e.g., the word “blue” presented in red ink; N = 65), and a neutral condition (e.g. a string of asterisks; N = 77). In order to compare the results of Tan et al. (2017) study on healthy subjects, the number of trials in each condition was kept consistent. However, different from Tan et al. (2017), in which Stroop interference was calculated as response-time interference, for each participant, Stroop interference was calculated as the differences between error rates for incongruent and neutral trials.

**Picture–word interference (PWI) task:** In the picture-word interference task (Lupker, 1979; Schriever et al., 1990), a picture was presented in the center of the screen with a word superimposed in the

### Table 3

Language profiles of the PWA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>NLA</th>
<th>EV</th>
<th>SJ</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>MB</th>
<th>SQ</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>EO</th>
<th>Controls mean (Range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Word</strong> (Accuracy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual lexical decision (PALPA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words and nonwords</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading (PALPA)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical Class</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>99.6 (.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPVT</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>100 (std dev. 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single picture-word matching</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Accuracy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantically related</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonologically related</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence-picture matching (Accuracy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words per minute</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>107 (232)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop. closed class words</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.54 (47–61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop. verbs</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.48 (.35–63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop. Well-formed sentences</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.95 (.75–1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median utterance length</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.2 (6.5–10.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: a) PWA’ visual lexical decision performance was measured as the mean score on PALPA 25, which manipulated the frequency and imageability of words. b) For PPVT, Mean = 100, SD = 15. c) n/a = not applicable. d) Control data on the QPA test were reported in Rochon et al. (2000) (N = 12). The proportion of closed class words was calculated by dividing the number of closed class words by the number of total narrative words. The proportion of verbs was calculated by dividing the number of verbs by the sum of verbs and nouns. The proportion of well-formed sentence was calculated by dividing the number of well-formed sentences by the total number of sentences produced. e) The controls’ data was not included on single picture-word matching and sentence-picture matching assessments as controls would perform at a ceiling level (e.g. 100% correct) in these tests.
center of that picture. PWA was required to name the picture aloud while ignoring the word. There were two conditions - a related condition (i.e., the picture and the word were semantically related) and an unrelated condition. Each picture was presented in both conditions in different sessions. There were two sessions with 90 trials in each. Before the experiment, to make sure participants could name the picture correctly, they were presented with the experiment pictures with their correct name. For each participant, the PWI score was calculated as the mean error rate differences between related and unrelated trials.

2.7. Data analysis

The sentence comprehension experiment produced three dependent variables: sentence reading time (RT-sentence), question answering speed (RT-question), and accuracy for comprehension questions. For both RT analyses, only data from correctly answered trials were included. Outliers were calculated by condition for each subject and RTs greater than 2.5 standard deviations away from the mean were removed from the analyses. This trimming removed 2% of the data in PWA’s sentence reading times and 3% of the data in their question answering times.

A logarithmic transformation was performed on the RT data in order to remove the effects of speed on the size of effects (Verhaeghen and De Meersman, 1998). Some studies on healthy populations have found that variation in processing speed could account for the correlations between working memory capacity and performance on complex cognitive tasks to a large extent (Fry and Hale, 1996; Salthouse et al., 1998), and some researchers have argued that PWA’s sentence comprehension deficits are due to slowed processing (Haarmann and Kolk, 1991; Kolk, 1995; Swinney and Zurif, 1995). Using the logarithmic transformation removed the effect of overall speed in calculating differences between RTs in the high and low interference conditions.

For the STM, EF, and semantic knowledge tasks, some data from patient ML, EV, SJ, MB, and SH (Allen et al., 2012; Hamilton and Martin, 2007; Vuong and Martin, 2011), and all the control data had been reported in previous studies from Brain and Language Lab (e.g., Martin and Romani, 1994; Martin et al., 1994). The STM scores of patient ML, NLA, SJ, and SH were based on STM testing conducted during the sentence comprehension experiment sessions. The scores of patient EV, SJ, MB, DA, and QO, whose category and rhyme probe spans were not tested in conjunction with the sentence comprehension sessions, were based on the average scores of two closest tests conducted before and after the sentence comprehension experiment.

3. Results

3.1. Sentence comprehension task

We first examined sentence comprehension performance for controls, followed by an assessment of PWA’s performance relative to controls. We wished to verify that the semantic and syntactic interference effects demonstrated with healthy young adults in prior studies would be replicated in the current study for our older control participants and to determine the extent to which PWA demonstrated effects similar to or outside the range of controls. The mean performance of control participants and individual PWA data are shown in Table 4. The magnitude of semantic and syntactic interference effects was calculated as the difference in accuracy and RT between high semantic/syntactic interference and low semantic/syntactic interference conditions, respectively. Internal reliability for semantic and syntactic interference effect in accuracy, speed of question answering, and sentence reading times was calculated as split-half correlation adjusted with the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula (Cronbach, 1951). The reliability for all dependent measures was high (rs > .87).

3.1.1. Control participants

Participants’ accuracy and reaction times for comprehension questions were modelled separately in linear mixed-effects models using R (3.1.1) implemented within the lme4 packages, with a logistic linking function for accuracy data (Baayen et al., 2008; Baayen and Milin, 2010; Jaeger, 2008). Each of the independent variables was mean-centered prior to analysis. The semantic and syntactic interference was coded in an ANOVA-style with −1 for low interference condition and 1 for high interference condition. Thus, negative coefficients for each main effect of log RT and positive coefficients for each main effect of accuracy signify worse performance (i.e., longer RT and lower accuracy) in the high interference conditions. In the mixed-effect model, fixed effects included the main effect of semantic interference, the main effect of syntactic interference, and the interaction of semantic and syntactic interference. In addition, sentence length (number of words) was included as a control factor in all the models, and question length was also included in the models with question RT as dependent variables. We initially started with the maximal random-effects structures (Barr et al., 2013) which included both by-participant and by-item random intercepts and random slopes for the main effects and interaction of semantic and syntactic interference effects, but simplified the models if they failed to converge through iteratively removing the term that explained the least variance.

3.1.1.1. Comprehension questions. The control participants maintained a high level of accuracy on comprehension questions in all conditions (mean = 96%, SD = 1%, range = 94–98%). The mixed-effects model with a maximal random effects structure only converged for the question answering times. For accuracy, the model converged when there were just by-subject and by-item adjustment to the intercepts. The modelling results on accuracy data might be considered anti-conservative (Barr et al., 2013). An analysis of the accuracy data revealed a significant main effect of syntactic interference (LI: 98%, HI: 94%; β = −.41510, SE = .13400, z = −3.097, p = .002), a significant main effect of semantic interference (LI: 97%, HI: 95%; β = −.27150, SE = .13320, z = −2.038, p = .042) as well as an interaction between semantic and syntactic interference effects (β = −.36360, SE = .13340, z = −2.725, p = .006). Further comparisons demonstrated a syntactic interference effect only in the high-semantic interference condition (LI: 98%, HI: 92%; β = −.76450, SE = .17710, z = −4.317, p < .001), but not in the low-semantic interference condition (LI: 98%, HI: 96%; β = −.07496, SE = .22857, z = −0.328, p = .743). No significant effects were observed for controls for question RTs (ps > .35).

3.1.1.2. Sentence reading times. Analysis of the log-transformed sentence reading times via mixed-effects model showed that control participants read the sentences more slowly in the high syntactic (HI: 6.25 s, LI: 5.55 s; β = .02250, SE = .00519, t = 4.336, p < .001) and high semantic interference conditions (HI: 6.90 s, LI: 5.72 s; β = .01252, SE = .00421, t = 2.974, p = .011). The interaction of semantic and syntactic interference was not significant in sentence reading times (β = .00276, SE = .00351, t = .787, p = .433).

3.1.1.3. Control summary. In sum, these control participants demonstrated similar effects to those reported earlier for healthy young subjects (Tan et al., 2017; Van Dyke, 2007). They showed both...
Table 4
Performance of PWA and controls on sentence comprehension task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ML</th>
<th>NLA</th>
<th>EV</th>
<th>SJ</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>MB</th>
<th>SQ</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>QO</th>
<th>Control Mean (SD) (N = 8)</th>
<th>Control (Range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>LoSyn/LoSem</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LoSyn/HiSem</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HiSyn/LoSem</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HiSyn/HiSem</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfer effect</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.02 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syn Interfer effect</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.04 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question RT (ms)</td>
<td>LoSyn/LoSem</td>
<td>4025</td>
<td>3075</td>
<td>3972</td>
<td>3048</td>
<td>3135</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>3540</td>
<td>4343</td>
<td>2082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LoSyn/HiSem</td>
<td>4179</td>
<td>3037</td>
<td>4583</td>
<td>3350</td>
<td>3701</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>3748</td>
<td>4064</td>
<td>2299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HiSyn/LoSem</td>
<td>3167</td>
<td>3478</td>
<td>4135</td>
<td>3973</td>
<td>3723</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>3695</td>
<td>4441</td>
<td>2082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HiSyn/HiSem</td>
<td>4740</td>
<td>3379</td>
<td>5857</td>
<td>3663</td>
<td>3426</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>3725</td>
<td>4669</td>
<td>2123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfer effect (log)</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.0 (0.2)</td>
<td>(–0.03)–0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syn Interfer effect (log)</td>
<td>–0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02 (0.2)</td>
<td>(–0.02)–0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence RT (ms)</td>
<td>LoSyn/LoSem</td>
<td>20,303</td>
<td>21,377</td>
<td>10,618</td>
<td>15,694</td>
<td>20,093</td>
<td>9318</td>
<td>11,022</td>
<td>2,1478</td>
<td>10,636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LoSyn/HiSem</td>
<td>19,592</td>
<td>25,265</td>
<td>11,199</td>
<td>15,947</td>
<td>19,054</td>
<td>10,710</td>
<td>12,330</td>
<td>22,188</td>
<td>11,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HiSyn/LoSem</td>
<td>20,777</td>
<td>25,335</td>
<td>12,065</td>
<td>15,601</td>
<td>21,287</td>
<td>10,984</td>
<td>11,018</td>
<td>24,804</td>
<td>11,497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HiSyn/HiSem</td>
<td>20,059</td>
<td>27,235</td>
<td>11,651</td>
<td>16,341</td>
<td>20,626</td>
<td>10,796</td>
<td>10,721</td>
<td>25,434</td>
<td>12,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfer effect (log)</td>
<td>–0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>–0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.0–0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syn Interfer effect (log)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>–0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.02–0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: a) The comprehension question accuracy was calculated as the unweighted averaged accuracy of “yes”-answer questions and “no”-answer questions. b) “Sem Interf” refers to semantic interference; “Syn Interf” refers to syntactic interference. c) The interference effects were calculated from log transformed RTs. For illustration purposes only, the table used raw RTs for subjects from the current study, the interaction is hard to interpret given the near ceiling performance for all conditions except for SQ whose performance did not differ from chance for the most difficult condition (HiSem/HiSyn condition: mean accuracy = 55%, p = .06). However, age-matched control participants scored nearly at ceiling overall (mean = 97%) and all PWA fell below the range of controls’ performance in at least one condition.

3.1.2. PWA

3.1.2.1. Comprehension questions. The PWA showed a large range of overall comprehension performance (mean = 84%, SD = 10%, range = 67–95%). Binomial tests were used to compare each PWA’s performance to chance (50%). For overall accuracy across the four conditions, all the PWA performed significantly above chance (p < .001). For accuracy in each condition, all PWA were above chance for all conditions except for SQ whose performance did not differ from chance for the most difficult condition (HiSem/HiSyn condition: mean accuracy = 55%, p = .06). However, age-matched control participants scored nearly at ceiling overall (mean = 97%) and all PWA fell below the range of controls’ performance in at least one condition.

The mixed-effects model with a maximal random effects structure only converged for the sentence RTs. For the question answering times, the model converged after omitting by-item adjustments to the intercept, while for accuracy, the model converged when there were just by-subject adjustment to the intercepts. As mentioned above, the modelling results on accuracy data might be considered anti-conservative (Barr et al., 2013), although it was overall consistent with what we obtained from ANOVA analysis. Results of PWA from the mixed-effects models are shown in Table 5. For question accuracy, there were significant effects of both semantic (HI: 80%, LI: 88%), and syntactic (HI: 82%, LI: 86%) interference with subjects being less accurate in the high semantic and syntactic interference conditions.
than the low semantic and syntactic interference conditions. Analysis of question answering speed showed a marginal main effect of semantic interference (HI: 3.57 s, LI: 3.30 s), while neither semantic interference (HI: 3.55 s, LI: 3.32 s) nor the interaction of semantic and syntactic interference reached significance. The results for PWA overall were similar to those for controls in showing robust semantic and syntactic interference effects in accuracy.

Individual patient data were analysed to determine whether each PWA's semantic and syntactic interference effects were significantly different than those for controls using the revised Standardized Difference Test (RSDT; two-tailed tests; see Appendix B for detailed results) (Crawford and Garthwaite, 2002, 2005; Crawford and Howell, 1998).

In the accuracy data, a considerable range of effects was obtained for both types of interference (semantic: −.01 to .18; syntactic: 0–.14). 4/9 PWA showed effects that were significantly greater than those for controls for semantic interference (ps < .05; ML, NLA, EV, and SQ) whereas only 1/9 showed effects greater than controls for syntactic interference (SQ, p = .002). For reaction time data, 2/9 showed effects significantly greater than those for controls for semantic interference (ps < .001; ML & EV) and 1/9 showed an effect greater than controls for syntactic interference (EV, p = .025), when using log RT.

3.1.2.2. Sentence reading times. For sentence RTs, there was large variation in means (overall mean = 16.60 s, SD = 5.69 s, range = 10.45 – 24.80 s). Generally, all the PWA read much more slowly than controls (control mean = 5.89 s, SD = 1.93 s, range = 3.92 – 9.53 s) when combining across all four conditions. As shown in Table 5, PWA showed the same overall pattern as the controls. They were slower in the high semantic interference (HI: 16.87 s, LI: 16.32 s), and high syntactic interference conditions (HI: 17.15 s, LI: 16.04 s) as compared to the low semantic/syntactic interference conditions, respectively. The interaction between semantic and syntactic interference manipulations was not significant.

In examining individual patient effects using the RSDT on log latency RTs, none of the PWA showed either semantic or syntactic interference effects that were greater than controls. Thus, the long overall RTs did not relate to larger interference effects in sentence reading times. However, when looking at the relation between overall sentence reading times, which is the averaged log RT collapsing over the four conditions, and the magnitude of semantic and syntactic interference effects in accuracy, an interesting pattern emerged. Mean log RT for sentence reading was negatively related to the size of the syntactic interference effect in accuracy (r = −.79, p = .01) but unrelated to semantic interference effect in accuracy (r = −.09, p = .82). This suggests that PWA' reading time was devoted more to deriving an appropriate syntactic structure and less to resolving semantic interference, perhaps because subjects were less aware of an error when a semantically plausible but incorrect integration was made in the high semantic interference condition.

3.1.2.3. PWA summary. As a group, the PWA showed a similar pattern to controls in that they demonstrated semantic and syntactic interference effects in question answering accuracy and sentence reading times. However, all PWA' accuracy was below the range of controls in at least one condition and many showed semantic and syntactic interference effects that were significantly greater than those for controls. While all PWA also read much more slowly than controls, their effects in log sentence reading time generally did not differ significantly from controls.

The greater interference effects for the PWA on question accuracy indicate that several had difficulty resolving interference despite the fact that these sentences were lexically and syntactically unambiguous. Thus, the findings go beyond prior demonstrations of PWA's difficulty in comprehending garden path sentences (Friedmann and Gvion, 2007; Novick et al., 2009; Vuong and Martin, 2015), showing that they have difficulty resolving interference even when there is no need to override a strong tendency to interpret a sentence incorrectly based on lexical or syntactic biases. The next section deals with whether these difficulties in resolving interference relate to PWA's working memory or general executive functions.

3.2. Relating sentence processing to STM and executive function

3.2.1. PWA performance on STM and executive function tasks

PWA's performance on STM and EF tests is reported in Table 6. Composite scores were calculated by averaging z-scores across tasks tapping each ability to improve the reliability of the measures (Nunnally et al., 1967), These composites consisted of: 1) phonological STM capacity: rhyme probe, digit span, and digit matching span, 2) semantic STM: category probe and synonym judgment tasks, and 3) executive function (i.e., inhibition): Stroop and picture-word interference tasks. In addition, to control for PWA' semantic knowledge, a composite variable was computed from averaging z-scores for the PPVT and single picture word matching (mean accuracy in the semantically related condition) tasks (see Table 3 for PWA's performance on each task).

STM tasks: As shown in Table 6, all PWA had different degrees of deficits in STM capacities, and varied in terms of the relative deficit for semantic and phonological STM. For example, PWA' category probe span ranged from 1.5 to 3.4 items and their rhyme probe span ranged from 1.3 to 4.3 items, with all scores being at or below the bottom of the range for age-matched controls' span (category probe: overall mean = 5.4 items, range = 3.4–7 items; rhyme probe: overall mean = 7 items, range = 5.8–9 items). Moreover, as can be seen by comparing the category and rhyme probe spans of various PWA, some PWA had relatively better phonological STM capacity as compared to their semantic STM capacity (e.g. EV, DA), while some others showed the opposite pattern (e.g. SH).

Unfortunately, patient DA had a second stroke before we could test her on the synonymy judgment task. In order to include DA's data in the investigation of the relation between sentence comprehension and STM capacity, we estimated DA's performance in the synonymy judgment task through imputation based on her performance in the category probe span task. That is, based on a regression using the other eight PWA' performance on category probe span and synonymy judgment task DA's accuracy on synonymy judgments was predicted to be 91%.

EF tasks: Table 6 presents PWA' performance on the two EF tasks. Generally, most PWA performed within the range of age-matched controls in the verbal Stroop task (all except EV and SQ) and the PVI task (all except SQ), although they showed some variation (for Stroop, SD = .13; for PVI, SD = .05). In addition, PWA' composite score for lexical knowledge, which was included as a control variable in the correlational analysis, is presented in Table 6 as well.

3.2.2. Relations between individual differences measures

The correlations among the different composite measures are shown in Table 7. All of the variables going into the composite measures have been widely used in previous studies and have been demonstrated to have good validity and reliability (Allen et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2006; Pettigrew and Martin, 2014; Segaert et al., 2012).

Most critically, with respect to the correlations among the IDs measures, as shown in Table 7, the correlation between the phonological and semantic STM composites was close to zero (r = −.08, p = .85). The absence of a correlation between these two variables is consistent with previous findings that semantic and phonological retention capacities are separable (Hamilton et al., 2009; Martin and Romani, 1994; Martin et al., 1994). Such a difference between the two STM capacities as well as the variability in each STM measures (as shown in Table 6) enabled us to investigate the memory-language relation by relating sentence comprehension performance to the continuum of different STM capacities.
mantic STM, phonological STM, and EF. To treat our results with
greater caution given our small sample size, we reported 95% con-
Figure 1. The correlational results are presented in Table 8 (see also Fig. 1).
the values significant different from zero by within-subjects t-test.
b) n/a = not applicable.
Table 8
Correlations between individual differences measures and semantic and syntactic interference resolution ability in question answering performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Semantic STM</th>
<th>Phonological STM</th>
<th>EF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>-.817* [-.966, -.114]</td>
<td>.100 [-.728, .856]</td>
<td>.482 [-.566, .965]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Syntactic</td>
<td>-.007 [-.661, .713]</td>
<td>.568 [-.191, .918]</td>
<td>.920* [.451, .987]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Syntactic</td>
<td>-.037 [-.913, .824]</td>
<td>.310 [-.573, .787]</td>
<td>.264 [-.379, .859]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. For the reliability test, it marks the values significant different from zero by within-subjects t-test.

3.2.3. Relating sentence processing effects to STM and EF

We examined the relations between semantic/syntactic interference resolution ability during sentence comprehension and the semantic/phonological STM and EF using Pearson product-moment correlations. Given the very long times for sentence reading and the fact that log latency effects for semantic and syntactic interference in sentence reading time for individual PWA were generally not significantly greater than those for controls, we did not assess correlations for sen-
tence reading times. Correlational tests were thus conducted on question answering accuracy and response time for semantic and syntactic interference with the three individual differences measures (i.e., semantic STM, phonological STM, and EF). To treat our results with
greater caution given our small sample size, we reported 95% confidence interval around the correlation coefficient with a non-para-
metric bootstrap method (Efron, 1988; Efron and Tibshirani, 1993; Lunneborg, 1985) using R (3.11) implemented within the boot packages (n = 10,000 bootstrapped samples). The bootstrap technique makes no assumption about the distribution of the data, and provides a valid estimation of the CI for small sample size (Chernick, 2008). We reported the CIs from bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap (BCA) method for the correlations between comprehension question performance and other cognitive abilities.

The correlational results are presented in Table 8 (see also Fig. 1). With respect to the STM composites, the semantic composite had a
strong and significant negative correlation with semantic interference in accuracy, $r = -0.817$, CI $[-0.966, -0.114]$, but no significant relation to syntactic interference, $r = -0.007$, CI $[-0.661, 0.713]$, whereas the phonological STM composite did not correlate with either type of interference (semantic interference, $r = -0.100$, CI $[-0.728, 0.856]$; syntactic interference $r = 0.568$, CI $[-0.191, 0.918]$). The EF composite had a strong and significant correlation with the syntactic interference effect ($r_2 = 0.920$, CI $[0.451, 0.987]$) but not with the semantic interference effect ($r_2 = -0.482$, CI $[-0.566, 0.965]$). There was no significant correlation between any individual differences measures and either semantic or syntactic interference effect in question RT.

Given that there was some degree of correlation (though non-significant) between the semantic knowledge composite and both the semantic STM composite ($r = 0.492$, CI $[-0.391, 0.921]$) and the EF composite ($r = 0.482$, CI $[-0.970, 0.049]$), we wished to determine whether the two significant correlations reported above would remain so when semantic knowledge was partialed out. Therefore, we constructed two regression models to further test these two relations with semantic knowledge composite included as a control variable in each model and used a bootstrap technique to assess the significance of the beta-weights (Freedman, 1981; Fox, 2002; Jones and Waller, 2013). The semantic STM composite remained a significant predictor for the semantic interference effect size, $B = -0.03$, CI $[-0.05, -0.02]$, and the EF composite remained a significant predictor for the syntactic interference effect size, $B = 0.03$, CI $[0.02, 0.03]$. Another potentially confounding factor is that generally poor syntactic abilities might have led PWA to rely on executive function abilities in order to handle the high syntactic interference condition. To address this issue, we controlled for PWA’s performance in comprehending active/passive and subject relative clause sentences from the relation between EF and syntactic interference. However, the beta-weight remained significant as well, $B = 0.03$, CI $[0.02, 0.03]$. Therefore, these results demonstrated that during question answering, smaller semantic STM capacity was associated with larger semantic interference effects and lesser executive function ability was associated with larger syntactic interference effects. These correlations could not be simply accounted for by PWA’s deficits in semantic knowledge or their overall syntactic abilities.

3.3. Summary of main results

Overall, the result for these older control subjects and the PWA replicated prior findings with healthy young adults (e.g., Glaser et al., 2013; Tan et al., 2017; Van Dyke, 2007), showing syntactic and semantic interference effects in the processing of grammatically unambiguous sentences. With respect to the major questions of interest regarding the relation of these interference effects to STM and EF, PWA
with more severe semantic STM deficits showed greater deficits in semantic but not syntactic interference resolution while answering comprehension question as shown in the accuracy data, even after controlling for their semantic knowledge. The lack of relation between phonological STM and semantic and syntactic interference effects indicated that phonological retention ability did not play a critical role in interference resolution during sentence comprehension. Additionally, our investigation into the EF-language relation demonstrated that PWA with more severe deficits in executive functions had more difficulty in resolving syntactic interference effects during sentence comprehension. The lack of any significant correlation in the question RT might be due to the less variance in the RT relative to accuracy data. Most of the PWA showed comparable magnitude of semantic and syntactic interference as the controls in their log-transformed question RT.

4. Discussion

In the present study, we explored an important and controversial topic in psycholinguistic research: what is the role of verbal STM and EF mechanisms in sentence processing? Through testing PWA with varying degrees of STM or EF deficits on sentences with semantic and syntactic interference, first, we found that many of the PWA showed exaggerated semantic and syntactic interference effects, while answering comprehension questions. These results are consistent with some neuropsychological findings from serial recall or item recognition tasks showing that when multiple competing representations are active in memory, PWA may show more difficulty than controls in settling on the appropriate one (Barde et al., 2010; Hamilton and Martin, 2005, 2007; Martin and Lesch, 1996). More importantly, as summarized above, our results demonstrated a specific relation between semantic STM and the resolution of semantic interference and between EF and the resolution of syntactic interference. To some degree, these findings replicate those from Tan et al. (2017) for healthy young subjects as that study also found a specific relation between semantic STM capacity and semantic interference resolution in question answering. However, in this study, the Stroop effect, which was the only measure of EF, failed to correlate with any measure of interference resolution whereas a complex WM span measure was related to syntactic interference resolution. The relation of the current findings to those of Tan et al. (2017) and the implications of both for theories of sentence processing are elaborated below.

4.1. Relations of verbal STM to sentence comprehension

The finding of a specific relation between semantic STM and semantic interference effects, but no relation between semantic STM and syntactic interference effects nor between phonological STM and either semantic or syntactic interference effects, is in line with previous studies of both PWA and healthy young subjects - that is, the smaller the semantic STM span, the more difficulty in resolving semantic interference (Barde et al., 2010; Hamilton and Martin, 2007; Kush et al., 2015; Segaert et al., 2012) or in maintaining semantic representations during sentence processing (Martin and He, 2004; Martin and Romani, 1994; Martin et al., 1994). These results are most consistent with the multiple capacities model proposed by Martin et al. (1994, 1999) and Martin (2005). They cannot be explained by a domain-general WM account, which assumes a unitary WM capacity underlaying all types of language processing (Federenko et al., 2006, 2007; Just and Carpenter, 1992; King and Just, 1991). That is, domain-general WM capacity accounts cannot explain the lack of correlation between phonological STM and interference resolution, nor the lack of relation between semantic STM and syntactic interference resolution.

How might the multiple capacities approach account for the current findings? This model suggests that it is the connections between linguistic representations stored in LTM and STM buffers that keep this information activated (Martin, 2005). PWA with semantic STM deficits have difficulty in maintaining a precise semantic representation of the correct target information, due either to decay (Saffran and Martin, 1997) or to interference between multiple representations (Hamilton and Martin, 2007). Therefore, when cues generated at the verb are used to access these memory representations, the degree of match of cue-target and cue-distractors may be closer for these degraded representations than would be the case for controls with more precise representations. Hence, deciding between possibilities will take longer. On the other hand, given that the cues generated at the verb have no relation to phonology (Kush et al., 2015) and phonological features have no bearing on determining semantic and syntactic fit to the retrieval cues, no relation to phonological STM would be expected. The assumption of discrimination difficulty between semantic representations for PWA with semantic STM deficits is consistent with finding from Barde et al. (2010). They found on a probe recognition task a specific relation between semantic STM deficits and difficulty discriminating current list items from semantically related prior list items and a relation between phonological STM deficits and difficulty discrimination current items from phonologically related prior list items.

A critical finding in the current experiment is that even after controlling for PWA’ semantic verbal knowledge, measured through the PPVT and picture-word matching tasks, the specific relation between semantic STM and semantic interference persisted. In the literature on verbal STM deficits, some have argued that reduced semantic capacity derives from a specific deficit in maintaining semantic features (Martin et al., 1994; Vallar et al., 1997) whereas others have argued that these result from damage to long-term lexical representations per se (Dell et al., 1997). In line with the latter view, some researchers taking a cue-based parsing approach of language processing have argued that the observed correlation between WM capacity and individual differences in interference resolution ability during sentence comprehension derives from variation in the strength of long-term knowledge representation in different domains (e.g. semantic, syntactic) – due to linguistic experience or genetic factors (Van Dyke et al., 2014). These same factors contribute to performance on WM/STM tasks, resulting in the correlation between the two. However, in the current study, although there was a moderate correlation between PWA’ semantic knowledge and semantic STM (r = .49, p = .18), PWA’ semantic STM composite score was a significant predictor for the magnitude of their semantic interference effect even after controlling for their semantic knowledge. These results provide strong support for the multiple capacities approach. However, it should be noted that we used participants’ semantic knowledge as an approximation for their linguistic experience because previous studies have shown a correlation between these two factors (Acheson et al., 2008; Van Dyke et al., 2014). However, it is possible that other components of linguistic experience (e.g., grammatical knowledge) could predict individuals’ sentence processing performance. This requires future investigation.

4.2. Relations of EF to sentence comprehension

The significant positive relation between PWA’ EF and their ability to resolve syntactic interference and the non-significant relation to semantic interference requires some explanation. According to the multiple capacities view (Martin and Romani, 1994; Tan et al., 2017), there is a separable capacity for maintaining syntactic information (see also, Caplan and Waters, 1999, 2013; Friedmann and Gvion, 2003). The results for the semantic STM measure are consistent with this view as the measure correlated with semantic but not syntactic interference effects. However, we did not include a measure of syntactic capacity as it is difficult to construct one that is independent of syntactic knowledge. The specific relation reported here is to EF ability rather than to a syntactic capacity. Our finding of a relation to EF is consistent with several studies on individuals with Parkinson’s disease which have also demonstrated a correlation between impairment in syntactic processing and their inability to inhibit irrelevant information (Colman et al.,
phonological, semantic, and maybe syntactic information. We found which emphasizes the separable retention capacities of verbal STM for interference. Importantly, our results provide strong evidence con-
ter in resolving semantic interference during sentence comprehension, so that both executive function and modality specific retention ability, at least for semantic information, are critical for sentence processing.
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